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Welcome to the New and Renewable Energy Newsletter 

Introduction from the Course Director 
I would like to start by saying how delighted I am that you have applied to 
study on our MSc in New and Renewable Energy. We have received a 
very large number of high quality applications so congratulations on 
being made an offer. 

Durham University remains in the Top 5 UK Universities according to the 
Complete University Guide league table 2015 and the School is ranked 4th 
in the UK for Engineering. The University has also maintained its position 
as one of the top 100 universities worldwide in QS and Times Higher 
Education tables for 2014/2015. 

 
By choosing Durham, not only will you study in 
one of the UK’s most beautiful and historic 
cities but in a University that takes its place 
amongst the best in the world. 

 The Complete University Guide 2015 

 THE World University Rankings 2014/2015 

 

Hartlepool Nuclear Power Station 
Each year we arrange visits to different energy sites around the North 
East of England to give students the chance to see different energy 
technologies in operation. The current cohort took a trip to EDF’s 
Hartlepool Nuclear Power Station in December. 

This visit offered a chance for students and staff to tour the 1.18 GW site 
and put course content into context. After being introduced to the history 

 
of the site, the tour took 
us through the turbine 
and generator hall, the 
cooling water pump 
house and the supporting 
infrastructure areas. 

Scholarship Opportunities 
There are a number of scholarship opportunities 
available to applicants for the MSc in New and 
Renewable Energy. For more details, look 
overleaf or contact ecs.msc@durham.ac.uk. 

 

DONG Energy Scholarships 
DONG Energy (Danish Oil and Natural Gas) is one 
of the leading energy groups in northern Europe 
with almost 7000 employees. Headquartered in 
Denmark, their business is based on procuring, 

producing, distributing and trading in energy and related products in 
northern Europe.  

DONG Energy are offering two scholarships for outstanding UK students 
who will be starting the course in September 2015. Each scholarship will 
have a value of up to £6,000. 

This is a unique opportunity as these scholarships are only available to 
UK students who wish to study on the MSc in New & Renewable Energy 
at Durham University. 

 
The deadline for DONG scholarship applications is 30th June 2015. 

By the deadline, you must have completed your Durham University MSc 
application and have sent a 400-500 word supporting statement of  why 
you should be considered for a scholarship to ecs.msc@durham.ac.uk. 

 

http://www.thecompleteuniversityguide.co.uk/league-tables/rankings?s=General+Engineering
http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/world-university-rankings/2014-15/world-ranking
mailto:ecs.msc@durham.ac.uk
mailto:ecs.msc@durham.ac.uk


Where are they now? 
 

Balakumar Sriramulu graduated from the MSc in New and Renewable 
Energy in January 2015. He joined Cummins Generator Technologies as 
a Graduate Product Application Engineer immediately after finishing the 
course in September 2014. 

“My role is to make sure that customers get the right size and type of 
generator that meets their specifications and performance needs. I have 
to be knowledgeable about all the generator products manufactured by 
Cummins in order to suggest a suitable one for the customer. Also, after 
the sale is confirmed I have to be in contact with the customer to make 
sure that the product delivers its demands.” 

How was studying at Durham? 
 

Sebastian Sanchez Perez-Moreno graduated in January 2015. He tells us 
here about his experiences of being an international student studying at 
Durham. 

“When I applied to study at Durham University, I was certainly not 
expecting so many favourable aspects that have made my time here very 
enjoyable. The lectures are of very high quality, and given by experts in 
each subject that are more than willing to help at all times. Assignments 
are at times demanding but also very rewarding, since I have been able to 
use new software and solve real-life problems in the field of renewable 
energy generation and integration, as well as developing projects in the 
same way an engineer would. All of this could not have happened 
without valuable group discussions with my fellow students and friends, a 
practice that has prepared us for our professional lives. As part of my 
research and development project, I have visited NAREC, a place to see 
all the theory I’ve learnt being put to practice and it was a great way to 
build a bridge between a student and a worldwide leader in the 
renewable energy business. Obtaining a degree will not be a task to 
suffer, but one to be thoroughly enjoyed. 

Lifestyle in Durham can be as calm or thrilling as you want it to be: there 
must be time to commit to working and discovering new aspects of 
renewable energy, which I personally enjoy all the time; but it is also 
important to know when to free and relax your mind, by doing a sport 
(Durham has amazing sporting facilities and teams) or other activities, or 
visiting the local pub with your friends. One thing is true, whether you 
live in a college or not, the city is a very welcoming place to all 
international students.” 

More Scholarships 
Details of scholarships that are available to students joining our MSc in New and Renewable Energy can be found on the Durham University website at 
http://www.dur.ac.uk/postgraduate/finance/scholarships/. 

EU Students who wish to study New and Renewable Energy at Durham University are also eligible to apply for a Panasonic Trust Fellowship valued at 
£8000. Applications should be made directly to the Trust from their web site at  www.panasonictrust.net/fellowships/   

We are constantly adding to the number of scholarships that are available to students joining our MSc in New and Renewable Energy and details will 
be posted on the course website when they become available. 

 

Postgraduate Taught Scholarship Scheme 
At Durham, we are offering over 135 scholarships for Home/EU postgraduate taught students in the academic year 2015/16. Funded by Durham 
University and the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE), we are delighted to be part of a strategy to address under-representation 
within postgraduate education. The scholarships intend to support those students who would not otherwise consider postgraduate education. This 
may be because of financial barriers, personal caring commitments or because an applicant is domiciled in an area where progression to postgraduate 
education is less common. 

Details of deadlines and how to apply can be found on the Durham University Postgraduate Taught Scholarship Scheme website. 

Keep in touch 
Our next newsletter will be issued in summer 2015 but if you have any queries please do not hesitate to get in touch using the contact details below. I 
hope that you will choose to study at Durham and I look forward to meeting you. 

Contact Us 
Course Web site:  http://www.dur.ac.uk/ecs/postgraduate/msc/nre   Enquiries: ecs.msc@durham.ac.uk 

Programme Director: Dr Christopher Crabtree     Telephone enquires: +44 (0)191 334 2510 

   School of Engineering and Computing Sciences, Durham University, South Road, Durham, DH1 3LE, UK. 

Christopher Crabtree, Programme Director 
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